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Introduction

It is frequently assumed that occupational specialization
In prehistoric pottery production will be accompanied by
various changes in pottery assemblages. One possible change is
toward greater standardization in particular forms, sizes, or
decorations.
If so, diversity indices offer one approach to
recording and comparing degrees of standardization. Here we
summarize some of the advantages and disadvantages of an index
of widespread utility and present a computer program to calculate It. A brief illustration draws on pottery data from a
Mesoamerican archaeological site.
For our purposes we will
ignore the rather complex set of issues surrounding the assumption that specialist pottery may display greater standardization in order to concentrate on assessment of the index and
presentation of the program for it.
The Use of H'
The index we discuss is one of a number that have been
used to compare communities in quantitative ecology {Peet
1974).
The ecologists' concept of diversity or heterogeneity
is not a simple one because often it comprises two distinct
factors:
the number of species in a "community" and the
frequency of each. The former aspect of diversity of sometimes
termed "richness" while the latter is "evenness" (Odum
1971:149).
For a variety of mathematical and conceptual
reasons, one of the most desirable indices is H', the ShannonWiener (Pielou 1974:290) or Shannon-Weaver (Poole 1974:391)
index, originally developed as an information measure (Pielou
1977:298):
'
s
H' = I p. log Pi
1=1
where s is the number of species or categories and p may be
estimated by the proportion of the total number of individuals
or cases that pertain to the 2th category. Thus the propor-
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tion, p., is n. where n- is the frequency of cases in the _[th
category and N is the total number of cases. Logarithms in the
H' formula may be calculated with various bases (Pielou
1974:290); we will follow common practice and use the base e.
Although H' is a statistic based on infinitely large
populations (Pielou 1974:290), it can be used if a suitably
large random sample is drawn. By large sample we refer to
sample size not fraction.
However, most archaeological
collections (e.g., of rim sherds) are samples from a site
acquired from areal collection units. The collection thus may
randomly sample the area of the site, but it cannot, for
example, directly sample the universe of rim sherds at the
site.
While one might hope that random areal sampling would
provide a representative sample of the pottery, we are not in a
position to assure this.
However, it seems reasonable to
attempt to work with areally drawn samples as a practical
compromise.
Alternatives to H' are less satisfactory for the study of
archaeological standardization (diversity). H, the Brillouin
index (Pielou 1974:304), deals with finite, fully censused
populations. It has no standard error, and any two different
values of H are consequently significantly different (Poole
1974:389).
Poole (1974:397) states that "the two measures H
and H' are most strongly affected by the abundances of the
middle species of a community rather than by the common or rare
species." However, Peet (1974:296) stresses that H' is most
sensitive to rarer categories.
Another index, the Simpson index, "expresses the dominance of or concentration of abundance into the one or two
commonest species of the community" (Poole 1974:396), not the
overall evenness of the abundances of the categories (or
species). In the future the Simpson index and variants of it
(Peet 1974:291) should be investigated more closely for
applications to the study of pottery specialization, but,
unlike H', a basis for comparison of two collections using the
t test or another inferential statistic has not been derived
and published to our knowledge.
In practice, application of the H' statistic to a sample
too small to include representatives of all of the categories
in the collection will distort the results by underrepresenting
diversity since rarer categories are not included.
Large
sample sizes will mitigate this distortion.
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The formulae for calculating values of H' and estimates
that allow use of the t test are cumbersome (Hutcheson 1970).
However, these calculations are vital to allow comparison ot
different collections of differing sample sizes to determine if
they are likely to represent the same population in terms of
diversity. A computer program is the only feasible means to
assure accurate calculations for large samples and to permit
comparisons of numerous collections or data sets. Appendix 1
provides the program developed by Hepworth.
An additional problem arises with multiple comparisons
because these involve application of the t test to a series of
two-sample comparisons. This increases the likelihood of Type
I error (to falsely reject the hypothesis of no difference).
While in many cases we might wish to compare diversities ot a
number of different kinds of pottery at once, in fact we are
limited to pair-wise comparisons. Use of a stringent confidence interval (e.g., .01) is one means to reduce somewhat the
probability of Type I error in multiple comparisons.
Additionally, development of focused expectations and comparisons will reduce the complications of inductive pattern
search" using H'.
For example, in our application we have
targeted three categories of pottery of particular interest
rather than addressing a larger set of comparisons.
Example Application
The H' diversity index may be applied to the measurement
of the degree of standardization in pottery in several ways.
Rice (1981) used type-variety groups, which were employed in
the description of assemblages from different occupations of
the Maya site of Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976). She could not
apply the H' statistic to published decorative, technological,
and form attributes (although they were analyzed in regard to
their frequencies per 1000 sherds) because the latter were not
tabulated originally in independent, mutually exclusive
categories.
In our application, the ceramic typological approach and
attribute observations have been tailored to provide information about standardization.
Since we do not know what
functional or other categories were relevant prehistoncally to
the makers and users of the vessels, we can only attempt to
carefully note and control for a set of variables that may have
been significant.
Using these variables we form sets of
pottery to compare in regard to standardization. Specifically,
some consistency in the observable characteristics of clay and
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temper of surface treatment and decoration, and of overall
vessel'form (e.g., bowls versus necked jars) defined sets of
rim sherds. These sets were compared to each other.
In our example, selected for the sake of simplicity, the
variable used for comparison was rim form. Control for clay,
temper and surface treatment was achieved through grouping the
sherds into named types similar to those of the type-vanety
system. The named types were established by Shook and Hatch
(1978).
Control for overall vessel form was established by
using sherds with enough of the sidewall preserved to allow
categorization.
Rim shapes were coded using 83 possible
categories defined in a manual.
The assumption in our study is that more specialized
producers manufacturing a particular ware will produce less
variation in rim shape than will a presumably larger number of
less specialized producers. Obviously we must also assume that
the sherds in the three categories selected for analysis give
us adequate representation of products in general use by households. It is possible, for example, that the sherds produced
by a single family which was self-sufficient in pottery would
not differ from an equal number of sherds that represent the
handiwork of a single specialist potter working during a
comparable number of production episodes.
The basic idea,
then, is to compare rim shape among selected kinds of pottery
in a given assemblage to detect differences in diversity.
Individual rim shape detenninatiors are the cases, and the nra
form categories constitute the counterpart of species in
biological applications.
In our illustration we compare three categories of
pottery from Late Preclassic (500-0 B.C.) deposits at the
center of El Balsamo on the Pacific coast of Guatemala in the
department of Escuintla (Shook and Hatch 1978). ^The data
derive from the El Balsamo Residential Project, which tested
habitational refuse and structures in a 60 by 80 m field area
directly east of the center. A random sample approximating two
percent of 1 by 1 m test pits was excavated. These data were
supplemented by additional excavations to expose structures.
The three categories of pottery are Sacatepequez White
Paste White Ware (SAWH), El Balsamo-Monte Alto Brown Ware
(BROW), and Miscellaneous Orange Ware (MIOR). SAWH closely
resembles white ware pottery found in the Guatemalan highlands
during the Preclassic (Shook and Hatch 1978; Stark 1982).
Sources of white firing clay have been identified in the Valley
of Guatemala (Rice 1978) and appear to be quite restricted
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expected in the case of non-local pottery.
In rontrast

BROW and MIOR are both plentiful at El

--- -^ '^^Vlti^rtfrran-d^o^ll^f ;^nc?tr^ Ä"nd^
^StX\982) ° terXe "BROWIKOR are .or^li.ely to
îepresent local wares produced on the coast, perhaps at El
Balsamo and/or in the vicimty.
For the H'

analysis, the incidence °f/i"X* initial

vessel fomi. ^ß"'''"' "J^f"J fo^,s „ere further classified as
were ^«P'Jf f ^^^ 3t^,°'^l;V)'''or sTraight to outflaring fonns.
convex, (i.e., "^estnctea) or ^
^
^^ly imported ware.
The expectation is }t^=Vhvn.rt or full-time specialists in
could have ^een produced by part or f^^^^^^^
P^ ^^^^^^ ^,
the highlands since l^^ ^^ ^^^%^WH J were forced to ccmibine
local demand t^^ere. To analyze bAWM we
^^^^^^
both convex and_outfl aring bowl-1 ike fon.s t^o^^.^^ ^ ^^^^^^_
sample size, n - 23.

7^" .^°' .^/' ;,. n;,rticul arly problematic,

lïï^efi'ïSpSffs^A HEs ;?Ä^^
vessels (MIOROFBL. MIORCOBL) in regard to the diversity or np
forms is:

;;i;f!Li,^.°:i'.f?s".;?c^Biîj;5:foïL!;=:'.îrîrL"SiiL...
»LL BOtfL-UKE VESSELS.
TEST C0flPàaI»3
n»

HI

SiWHBOBL

DIVEBSIIlliS FOB
ÏS

(2)

NIOBOFBL
HI3EC0BL

=

0.64285773

ViBHI

=

3.04853729

NI

=

23.

H^ =

2.62987614

VÄRH2 =

3.01873225

N2 =

126.

I 3

-7.6611

ÏITH

43.00^4

DEGREES OF FBEtDON
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At the .01 significance level, the above two H' values
are significantly different using the t test. The same result
occurs with a comparison of SAWH to pooled BROW bowls. Not
surprisingly, BROW and MIOR pooled bowls are not significantly
different from each other in terms of diversity. To examine
the robustness of the contrast with SAWH, we also compared SAWH
bowls separately to convex vessels of each of the local wares
(n = 30 for MIOR, n = 82 for BROW) and to straight to outflaring vessels for each (n = 96 for MIOR, n = 276 for BROW).
Only BROW convex bowl lips were not significantly different in
diversity from SAWH bowl lips. Of course, these latter sets of
BROW and MIOR categories are not strictly comparable to SAWH
because more stringently defined groups of vessel forms were
used for the "local" categories. Nevertheless, in most cases
the pottery of probable local origin still was significantly
more diverse.
Do these results indicate greater standardization for
SAWH? This appears to be the case, but, unfortunately, the
small sample of SAWH lips may fail to represent rarer lip
forms, which makes a conclusion of greater standardization
questionable. There is no direct solution to the sample size
problem without further excavation to enlarge the collection,
but we can attempt to circumvent it indirectly by adding SAWH
rim sherds which did not have enough of the sidewall attached
to allow categorization of vessel form {n = 26). Although
undoubtedly these added sherds comprise some forms other than
bowl-like vessels, it is probable that most of them derive from
that kind of vessel because bowl-like forms comprise 62% of the
determinable vessel forms (n = 37).
We performed the same set of comparisons described
previously using SAWH bowl-like forms combined with those SAWH
rim sherds for which vessel form could not be determined (total
n = 49). The resulting statistical decisions were identical to
the prior analyses with one exception. Both BROW and MIOR
convex bowl-like vessels were not judged significantly
different from the combined SAWH values (previously only BROW
convex bowls produced this result when compared to SAWH).
It is noteworthy that the enlarged data set for SAWH was
still judged significantly different from the combined
(straight to outflaring and convex) BROW bowl-like vessels and
from the similar set of MIOR sherds. These comparisons are
particularly important because they use vessel form restrictions more comparable to the SAWH data set; hence, we give more
weight to them. Our conclusion, then, is that SAWH does appear
to be more standardized in lip forms than either MIOR or BROW
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when relatively comparable controls are exercised in defining
sets of sherds.
(Clearly one potentially could manipulate
diversity results arbitrarily if one set of sherds is defined
to allow less variability in vessel forms and another to allow
more. Our partitioning of MIOR and BROW bowl-like vessels was
simply to probe the robustness of the contrast with SAWH using
more stringently defined groups of BROW and MIOR.)
Conclusion
A relatively rare and possibly imported category of El
Balsamo pottery was shown to be more highly standardized in lip
forms than other pottery which may have been produced in the
coastal zone where the site is located.
That the more
standardized pottery may have been imported lends support to
the inference that the potters who produced it were more
specialized.
However, we would stress that the controlled
investigation of pottery standardization in relation to
specialization is an area in which many questions remain. One
pressing need is studies of standardization in relation to
known contexts of production using ethnographic data sets.
With other archaeological data it will be advisable to consider
more than a single variable for comparison. We were forced to
restrict our comparisons to the single variable of lip form
even though we would have preferred to use orifice diameter as
well.
The H' statistic appears to be a useful measure for
analysis of pottery standardization, but there are other
potential applications. One example is comparisons of artifact
diversity in assemblages or subsets of them.
For certain
analytic purposes, limited activity or seasonal site assemblages could be usefully contrasted with permanent sites in
terms of artifact diversity. Perhaps sites in central place
hierarchies can be contrasted in regard to artifact diversity
to clarify economic and social roles of centers.
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APPENDIX
by
Joseph T. Hepworth
Program Description
Purpose
This program computes estimates of H', a commonly used
index of diversity, for two groups, their corresponding
variance estimates, and their subsequent t^ statistic and
degrees of freedom. The formulae used for these computations
were taken from Hutcheson (1970).
The formula used for
computing the variances in this program is an approximation to
the exact calculation. This approximation is more accurate as
sample size increases.
Limitations
(1) No more than 9 "title" cards may be used to document
each run.
(2) Up to 99 separate comparisons (t-tests) may be made
in a single run.
(3)
No more than 10 unique grouping names may be
specified for inclusion in each group.
Preparation of the Data
The program expects cards in the following sequence:
(1) Control Card
card columns
contents
Total number of title cards
which will immediately follow
this control card (maximum 9,
minimum 0). If a 0 is indicated in column 1, no user
supplied title cards will be
included.
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2-3

Total number of comparisons
(t tests) requested (maximion
99).
If fewer than 10
comparisons are requested,
this value should be right
justified, i.e., punched in
column 3.

(2) Title Cards
Immediately following the Control Card should be as many
Title Cards as indicated in column 1 of the Control Card. If
column 1 of the Control Card is 0, no user supplied Title Cards
are to be included and the user should skip to the Format Card.
card columns
contents
1-80
(3)

Title to be printed on output
(any alphanumeric characters
may be used).

Format Card

Two variables are read in at a time, the first being a
group or category (species equivalent) name and the second
being a cell count (frequency of occurrence) for that group.
card columns
contents
1-80

(4)

Variable format for one cell
(must begin and end with
parentheses and include a
group code in A format, up to
A8, followed by the cell
count in F format).
For
example: (6X,A8.20X,F3.0).

Comparison Specification Card

This card indicates the number of unique names (up to 10)
which should be collectively considered as a single group. In
other words, this card allows the user to pool sets of data to
form a composite category.
card columns
contents

(5)

1-2

Total number of unique group
names to be considered
collectively as specifying
Group 1 (maximum 10).

3-4

Total number of unique group
names to be considered
collectively as specifying
Group Z (maximum 10).

Group 1 Card

In 8-column fields, this card will contain up to 10 names
which collectively will be considered as Group 1. There should
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be as many 8-colunin fields with names in them as indicated in
columns 1-2 of the Comparison Specification Card. (Note that
the cases of a group need not be consecutive in the data file.)
card column
contents
1-8
9-16
73-80

Name of first Group 1 subgroup.
Name of second Group 1 subgroup, etc., until
Name of tenth Group 1 subgroup. The total number of
names must equal the number
indicated in columns 1-2 of
the Comparison Specification
Card. Unused subgroup fields
should be left blank.

(6) Group 2 Card
In 8-column fields, this card will contain up to 10 names
which collectively will be considered as Group 2. There should
be as many 8-column fields with names in them as indicated in
columns 3-4 of the Comparison Specification Card,
card columns
contents
1-8

Name of first Group 2 subgroup.

9-16

Name of second Group 2 subgroup, etc., until

73-80

Name of tenth Group 2 subgroup. The total number of
names must equal the number
indicated in columns 3-4 of
the Comparison Specification
Card. Unused subgroup fields
should be left blank.
The Comparison Specification Card, along with its accompanying Group 1 Card and Group 2 Card, would then be repeated
for a total of up to 99 times depending upon the number of
comparisons indicated in columns 2-3 of the Control Card.
Deck Set-up and Control Language for ASU Amdahl

//
JOB
//STEPl EXEC FORTXCLG
//FORT.SYS IN DD *
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fortran program

//GO.SYS IN

DD

*

301
DIVERSITY COMPARISON OF LIP SHAPES OF SACATEPEQUEZ WHITE
PASTE WHITE WARE TO MISCELLANEOUS ORANGE WARE AT EL BALSAMO,
ALL BOWL-LIKE VESSELS.
(A8,6X,F4.0)

0102
SAWHBOWL
MIOROFBLMIORCOBL
//G0.FT08F001 DD

dat

//

*

99

Program
z*

C*
C»
C*

A PBOGRAH FOS COÜP&BING OIVEBSIIISS BASED
UN THE SHANHON FORMULA

L*
DEBIVED FBOM K. aUICHESON, J. THEOE. BIOL. 1970
;;•
Z*
MfilTTEH BÏ J. T. HEPHOBTB, DEPT. ÜF PSYCHOLOGY, ASU 198 1
C*
c********************************************************************
UOOBLE PBECISIOH DSBT1(10) ,DSEf2(10 I,DATA 1(200.2),DATA2(200,2),
1IITLB(9.20| ,DATA<S030,2t .Ffll(18)
BEADING IN THE CCHTBOL CABD FBOH

UNIT 5

C
BEAD (5,340 ITITLE.ICOMP
C
Z
C

CHECKING IF TITLE CABDS ABE TO FOLLOW
AND BEADING IN TITLE CABDS
IF (ITIILE. EO.O) GO TO 6
DO 5 I=1,ITITLB
5 BEAD (5.3501 (TITLEII.J) .J=1,20t

C
C
C

BEADING IN THE INPDT FORMAT CABD
aEAD(5,360) FNT

C

READING IN THE DATA
6 00 8 1=1,5000
BEAD(8.FHT.ENO=10)(DATA(I.J).J=1,2)
a iOBS£B=IOBSEB 4- 1

C

SIABTING 00 LOOP T3 HE EXECUTED ONCE FOB
10 00 200 K=1,IC0HP

C

INITIALIZING VABIABLES TO 0
DIH^O
D2N=0
H 1=0
H2=0
ALPHA1=0
ALPHA2=0
3£TA1=0
BETA 2=0
GAnHA1=0
JÄHHA2=0

EACH COHPABISON
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c
:
C

ItlIIIALIZING COUNTS TO 1
I01C=1
I02C=1

'C

BJ:.ADIIiG IN THE CONTB iST CkUD
Bi:lAO(5,390) I1SETS.I2SETS

C
Z
ü

B£AOING DATA SET CAS 03 ItlDIJAIING WHICH liO DATA SETS
AfiE TO BE COHPABED
BEAD (5.300) (DSBTUJ) .J=1.10)
tti;AD{5.300» <DSET2(JI .J=1,10)
SELECTING THE DATA

14
17
20
25

30
35
40

00 UO I=1.I0BSEB
DO 14 J=1.I1SETS
IF(DATA(I, 1)-EO-DSETI (JU GO TO 20
DO 17 J=1,I2SETS
If(DATA<I. 1) .E0-DSET2(J)»G0 TO 30
GO TO 40
00 25 B=1,2
DATAI (ID1C.H)=DArA (I,B)
I0 1C=ID1C*1
GO TO 40
DO 35 S=1,2
DATA2(ID2C,N)=DATA(I,H)
ID2C=ID2C+1
CONTINUE
CUBBECTING CELL COUNTS

45 IÛ1C=ID1C-1
ID2C=ID2C-1

COMPUTING N

50

FOB DATA

SET 1

UO 50 I=1,ID1C
D1N=D1H • DATAI (I. 2)
COHPUTING N FOB DATA SEI 2

6U

DO 60 I=1.ID2C
D2M=D2N * DATA2(I,2)
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C

CüflPüTIHG H

FOB DATA

SEI 1

DO 70 1=1,ID1C
JO U1 = Hlt((DAIà1 (I.2|/D1N)*(DL0G(!)AIÄl (1.2) /DI«) ))

ai=Hi •
C

(-1-0)

COMPUTING H FOB DATA SET 2
DO 80 I°1.ID2C
8 0 H2=H2*{(DAIA2(I,2)/D2II)*(DL0G(DÄTA2 <I,2)/D2N) ))
a2=H2 * (-1.0)

C

COMPUTING ALPHA.

(NI/H)•(LN(HI/HI )**2, FOE DATA SET

1

DU 90 I=1.ID1C
90 Ai.PHA1 = AI,PHAl + (DATA1 (I, 2)/DIN) * (DLOG( DAI A 1 (I, 2)/D IN) ) **2
C
C
C

COMPUTING ALPHA FOB DATA SEI 2
DO 100 I=1,ID2C
130 ALPHA2=ALPaÄ2t(DATA2a,2)/D2N|*(DLOG(DATA2(I.2)/D2H)) ••2

C

C

COMPUTING BETA.N/NI,

FOE DATA SET 1

DO 110 I=1,ID1C
110 BÜIA1=BETA1«^ (DIN/(DA TA 1(1,2) ))
C
C
C

COMPUTING BETA FOB DATA SET 2
DO 120 I=1,ID2C
120 Q£TA2=BETA2*(D2N/(DATA2(I. 2» )l

C
C

COMPUTING GAMMA.

N/NI (LN(NI/N) ) .

FOB DATA SET

1

DO 130 I=1.ID1C
130 3aMMA1=GÄHMAU(D1N/(DATÄl(I,2l) ) » (DLOG (DATA 1 ( 1.2)/DIN) )
C
C
C

COMPUTING GAMMA FOB DATA SET 2
DO 140 I=1,ID2C
HO GAMMA2=GAMMA2t(D2N/(DATA2(I,2)) ) • (DLOG (DATA2 (1.2)/D2H) )

C
C

COMPUTING 7ABH1
ÏABH1=(ALPHA1-H1**2) /DIN • (ID1C-1) /(2*(DIN**2) )
1<-1.0 • BEIA1-GAMnA1-(BEIAl»H1) )/(6*(D1N**3))

•
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CJfiPUTIHG VABH2
ÏAHH2=UI.PHâ2-H2**2» /D2a • (ID2C-1. 0)/(2. O» (D2H**2) )
K-1.0 • BETA2-GAnSA2-(BEIA2*H2n/(ö.0*(D2N**3))
C

:.ûfiPaiING ÛEGHEES OF FBEEDOM
c
ÛF=((VAfiH1 + VABB2}**2)/{(VAfiH1»»2/D1N» •(VABH2**2/D2N) )
c
CUMPDTIIIG T
c
I=(H1-H2)/S0BT(lfABH1tïABH2)
c
WEITIHG TITLES
c
i<BIIE(6.J70)
IF UTITLE. EO.O) GO TO 180
DO 170 I=1.ITITI,E
170 »HITE(6.380) (TIXLEd .J) .J= 1,20»
IdO WBIIE(6,330)
»äITE(6.1»00) DSET1 (1) ,DSET2 (II
00 190 1=2, 10
190 HSIT£(6,U10) DSET1 (I) ,DSET2 (X)
C
C
C

CHECKING FOB UNUSED SUBGBOUPS

192
194
19t>
Mó
C
C
C

Dü 194 J=1,I1SETS
DO 192 I=1,I01C
IF (DSET1 (J).BO.DATAI(I, 1M33 TO 194
ÏBITE(6,420)0SET1(J|
CONTINUE
DO 198 J=1.I2SETS
DO 196 I=1,ID2C
IF (DSET2 (J).E0.DATA2(I, 1) ) GO TC 198
UUITE(6,420) 0SET2(J)
CONTINUE
kblTING BESULTS

200 BBIIE(6.320)H1,VABH1,01N.H2. VABH2.D2N.T, Of
STOP

*
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fOEM ATS
330 fuBdàinOAS)
3ÜU FüRn»X('0',5X,«H1 = •.Fl2. 8,3X,•ïARHl = •,F12.8,3X,
l'NI

= '.FS.0/'0'.5X,'H2 = •.F12.a.3X.'ÏABH2 =

'.

2F12.8,3X,'N2 = •,F5.O/'O',5X,•T = •,F12.4.3X,
3' «TH «.FIZ.«,' DEGREES OF FBEEDOM')
330 FOHMAT(«0'///16X,'TEST COBPAfilMG DIVERSITIES FOB'/)
340 F0BflAT(Il,I2J
350 FORnAT(20AV)
3b0 F0BMATn8A4)
37 0 FÜBHATCI'l
330 FOBHAT(1X,20Alt)
390 FÜBHAT(2I2)
430 FOBBATdbX.' (1) ' .Â8 .2X.'VS', 2ï. ' (2» •.A8)
410 FüBHAI(20I,A8.10X.A3)
420 F0BHAT(3X,'»»••»HABMIBG:
SUBSBODP ',A8,' WAS NOT ENCOUNTEBED
1'IH DATA**»*«')
END
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Sample Data

S&HHB0WLA1
SAHHB0VLA2
S»HHB0HLF3
SAWHB0WLE1
(IIOB0FBLZ2
HIOHOFBLül
HI080rBLB2
MI0B0FBLQ5
BI0B0FBLP5
flI0£0FBLP2
BI080FBLP1
HI0B0FBLI.4
HI0B0FBLJ2
MI080FBLJ1
nlOBOFBLHI
HI0B0FBLG2
HIOBOFBLGI
HI0E0FBLF3
flIOSOFBLEI
HI0B0FBLD3
aiOBOFBLCa
HI0B0FBLC2
mOBOFBLCI
HI080FBLB1»
BI0aOFBI,B2
HI080FBLB1
HI0B0FBLA2
niOBOFBLAI
HI0BC0BLZ2
BIOBCOBLEI
HI0BC0BLD3
BIOBCOBLB«
BI0BC0BLB1
BI0BC0BLA2
BIOBC0BLA1
BIOBCOBLB«
BIOBCOBLKI
BI0BC0BLF1
aiOBC0BLB3

19
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
3
2
1
8
1
2
1
3
1
2
5
5
46
1
3
1
2
1
2
16
1
1
1
1

